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 Ependymoma is a rare glial neoplasm of CNS with distinct histomolecular heterogenity. The current grading features are 
controversial, which affect prognosis. To establish unified histomolecular criteria to distinguish grade II/III ependymomas. 
The authors reviewed the features of 50 ependymomas. Different histological parameters were used to evaluate grading. 
Additional markers, L1CAM and H3K27me3, were incorporated into the scoring system. The previous grading were 
modified to new grading criteria. The mean age of the 50 cases was 10+12 years, with 70% of the tumors located in 
posterior fossa, and 30% in supratentorium. L1CAM was expressed in 10/15 of ST-EPN and 24/35 of PF-EPND showed 
loss of H3K27me3 expression. All histological features that help differentiate grade II/III ependymomas revealed 
significant differences and indicating that single histological feature should not be solely used for grading. A significant 
difference in recurrence between grade II/III ependymomas was noted (P=0.009). These results indicated that a score of 
≥ 10 is considered grade III. There was a significant difference in tumor grading using the previous and new grading 
methods. All 25 ependymoma cases that were classified as grade II remained as grade II with the new grading system, 
while 24% of cases previously classified as grade III were reclassified as grade II.The final phase of this study employed 
novel histomolecular criteria for grading intracranial ependymoma based on a fixed scoring system. This scoring-grading 
system must be used in further studies to confirm its accuracy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ependymomas are rare glial neoplasms accounting 
for 5% of all tumors of the central nervous system and 
predominantly occur in children more than in adults 
(Bayliss et al. 2016; Chavali et al. 2019). Although age, 
tumor location, Karnofsky score, and extent of tumor 
resection are considered current prognostic indicators, the 
tumor is incurable in 40% of patients owing to the lack of 

effective treatment modalities (Merchant et al. 2009; 
Parker et al. 2014; Gajjar et al. 2014). The tumor is 
histologically graded as grade II or III based on its 
morphological features, in which the presence of brisk 
mitosis, necrosis, and microvascular proliferation (MVP) 
indicate that the tumor is anaplastic (grade III). The 2016 
World Health Organization (WHO) classification of tumors 
broadly divided ependymomas into three groups based on 
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their location: supratentorial (ST-EPN), posterior fossa 
(PF-EPN), and spinal cord tumors (SC-EPN) (Khatua et 
al. 2017; Upadhyaya et al. 2019) (Figure 1). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Classification of intracranial ependymoma based on tumor location, histological subtype, and 
molecular markers.  

 
 These groups have recently been subdivided into 

distinct subgroups based on molecular heterogeneities. 
ST-EPN was subgrouped into subependymoma grade I 
(ST-SE) and ependymoma grade II/III (RELA fusion or 
YAP1 fusion), while PF-EPN was sub grouped into group 
A (PF-EPN-A) and group B (PF-EPN-B), which can be 
distinguished through DNA methylation profiling (Pajtler et 
al. 2015; Bayliss et al. 2016; Fukuoka et al. 2018; 
Upadhyaya et al. 2019). ST-EPN-RELA fusion can be 
detected using L1CAM protein expression, and PF-EPN-A 
can be identified using H3K27me3 immunoreactivitity. 
Although both markers are considered prognostic 
surrogates in clinical practice, this conclusion remains 
controversial. As the histological grading system is often 
subjective and controversial from pathologist to 
pathologist, it can cause conflicts in treatment plans and 
outcomes. Some pathologists believe that brisk mitosis is 
considered enough to grade ependymomas as grade III 
while other pathologists grade ependymoma anaplastic 
only if microvascular proliferation and necrosis are present 
regardless the amount of mitosis. Fukuoka et al. 
suggested that the current WHO classification and grading 
of ependymomas needs to be revisited (Fukuoka et al. 
2018). Current consensus guidelines recommend that 
treatment decisions should not be based solely on 
histopathologic grading but also on molecular analysis 
(Pajtler et al. 2015; Fukuoka et al. 2018). In this current 
study, we decided to combine histological features with 
molecular markers using fixed criteria to establish a new 
grading system. The accuracy of this new grading system 
was tested against the old grading results of the treated 
ependymomas. The tumor recurrence rate was used as a 
cut-off to determine the grading. To date, no previous 
international study has systematically addressed the 

histological grading of ependymomas in the manner 
reported here, where we have reviewed 50 intracranial 
ependymomas. The final phase of the study has employed 
a novel histopathological grading system. 
  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patient stratification  
This study included 50 patients with ependymoma 

from two medical institutions in Saudi Arabia from 2013 to 
2018. The study was ethically approved by the National 
Biomedical Ethics Committee at King Abdulaziz University 
(HA-02-J-008). Clinical data were retrieved from hospital 
records, including patients’ age at diagnosis, gender, 
tumor location, treatment plan and recurrence status after 
treatment. The old histological diagnosis and grading were 
obtained from the hospital pathology reports. All the 
patients were stratified into different groups based on their 
age and tumor locations.  

Histology 
Six unstained sections of formalin-fixed paraffin 

embedded tumors were prepared for hematoxylin and 
eosin staining and immunohistochemistry.  

Old histopathological assessment and grading 
The previous histological diagnoses and gradings that 

followed the WHO classification were obtained from 
hospital pathology records. Equally distributed patients 
(n=25 each) of grade II or III ependymomas were 
investigated. This old grading was neglected, and a new 
grading system based on a scoring system was re-
established.  
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Immunohistochemistry staining for CD99, EMA, 
L1CAM, and H3K27me3  

Immunohistochemistry assays on formalin-fixed 
paraffin embedded tissue sections were performed with 
ultraView DAB Kits on a BenchMark XT automated 
staining system from Ventana. The standard procedure 
included deparaffinization with EZ Prep at 75 °C, heat pre-
treatment in Cell Conditioning solution (CC1; Ventana) for 
60 min, and primary antibody incubation for 16–32 min at 
37 °C. The following rabbit/mouse monoclonal antibodies 
were used at concentrations of 1:200: anti-CD99 (O13), 
epithelial membrane antigen (EMA), L1CAM (CD171, 

Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO; UJ127.11), and anti-
H3K27me3 (C36B11, Cell signaling technology, Danvers, 
MA, USA).  

Results: For CD99 and EMA, dot-like staining on 
tumor cell membranes indicated positive expression. For 
L1CAM, diffuse membranous staining in > 10% of tumor 
cells indicated positive expression. For H3K27me3, “intact 
expression” was defined as > 80% of positive tumor cells, 
and “reduced expression” was defined as 0–80% of 
negative cells (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Histochemical and molecular parameters used to score the tumor grade. L1CAM-related RELA fusion 
was used in ST-EPN, while H3K27me3 staining was used in PF-EPN. L1CAM-positive and H3K27me3-negative 

samples indicate poor prognosis or a high-grade tumor. Magnification: 50x. 
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Histomolecular grading criteria 
The current WHO grading of II and III ependymomas 

is limited by only a few cytological features (i.e., mitotic 
activity, necrosis, and MVP). This grading method is 
associated with much subjectivity and controversy 
between pathologists. Therefore, we established a new 
grading system based on strict histological criteria, which 
have been derived from 50 ependymoma cases. Initially, 
we considered the cytological features associated with 

highly recurrent or less recurrent ependymomas as high-
grade or low-grade features, respectively. We created a 
scoring system of “0-1-2”, in which a score of “0” was 
assigned to normal to low-grade features, while a score of 
“1-2” was assigned to higher-grade features (Table 1–2, 
Figure 3). For example, tumor cellularity was categorized 
as normocellular (0), moderately cellular (1), and 
hypercellular (2). Moderate to hypercellularity is 
categorized as high-grade.  

 
 
Figure 3: Common histological features that differentiate grade II and III ependymomas. 2a–c) Tumor cellularity 
(a: normocellular, b: moderately cellular, c: hypercellular with hyperchromasia and a high N:C ratio in the 
square). 2d–f) Tumor necrosis (d: foci of necrosis, e: geographical necrosis, f: pseudopalisading necrosis). 2g–i) 
Vascularity and microvascular proliferation (g: minimal vascularity, h: extensive vascularity, i: microvascular 
proliferation). Magnification: 50–100x.  
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Table 1: Histological criteria and their scoring used to 
differentiate grade II and III ependymomas using 
hematoxylin and eosin sections. A total score of ≥ 10 
indicates grade III. 
 

 
Score 

Cellularity 
 

Normocellular 0 

Moderately cellular 1 

Hyper cellular 2 

Hyperchromasia 
 

Absent 0 

Present 1 

High nucleus: cytoplasm ratio 
 

Absent 0 

Focal 1 

Diffuse 2 

Ependymal rosette 
 

Absent 2 

Focal 1 

Diffuse 0 

Vascularity 
 

Minimal 0 

Extensive 1 

Mitotic figures per 10 high-power fields  

< 3 0 

3–5 1 

> 5 2 

Necrosis  

Absent 0 

Foci 1 

Geographical 2 

Microvascular proliferation  

Absent 0 

Focal 1 

Diffuse 2 

Ki-67 proliferative index  

< 25% 0 

25–50% 1 

> 50% 2 

L1CAM staining in the supratentorium  

Not expressed 0 

Expressed 1 

H3K27me3 staining in the posterior fossa  

Expressed 0 

Loss 1 

A total score of ≥ 10 is considered grade-III ependymoma.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Histological features commonly observed in 
high-grade ependymomas. A total scoring of ≥ 10 
indicates grade-III ependymoma.  

 
Scoring 

Cellularity (hyper/moderate) 2/1 

Hyperchromasia 1 

High N:C ratio (diffuse/focal) 2/1 

Ependymal rosettes (absent/focal) 2/1 

Extensive vascularity 1 

Mitosis per 10 high-power fields (>5/3–5) 2/1 

Geographic necrosis (diffuse/focal) 2/1 

Microvascular proliferation (diffuse/focal) 2/1 

Ki-67 proliferative index (>50%/25–50%) 2/1 

L1CAM expression or H3K27me3 loss 1 

Difference between vascularity and MVP:  
Additional histological features, such as vascularity 

and ependymal rosettes, were also added to the criteria. 
We found that there is a misconception regarding the 
histological description of vascularity and MVP. 
Vascularity is defined as single or double proliferation of 
vascular thickenings, while MVP is defined as triple 
proliferation of vascular thickenings (Figure 3g–i). We 
classified the vascularity into the extensive and minimal 
type with “0-1” scores, based on its distribution in the 
sections. Minimal vascularity was observed more in grade 
II.  

Determination of mitotic activity  
Mitotic figures are considered important features in 

tumor grading. Mitotic activity has been counted per 10 
high-power fields. Because highly recurrent tumors were 
found to have more mitotic figures, we clustered the 
mitotic activity into three subgroups (<3, 3–5, >5), 
denoting those with <3 mitotic figures as “0”.  

Histomolecular markers  
Additional histomolecular markers (L1CAM and 

H3K27me3) were added into our grading system in which 
L1CAM-related RELA fusion was performed on ST-EPN 
samples, while H3K27me3 was performed on PF-EPN 
samples. We also randomly performed L1CAM and 
H3K27me3 on different ependymoma samples to see the 
expression status where these molecular markers should 
not exist. Because both markers are considered 
prognosticators, L1CAM expression in ST-EPN and 
H3K27me3-loss in PF-EPN were given a score of “1” 
(Figure 2).  

Two pathologists scored the cases blindly. We tested 
these scoring and grading criteria statistically and adjusted 
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the criteria to reach an accurate level of high specificity 
and sensitivity (see statistical results). 

Statistical methods 
The data were described as frequencies and 

percentages. The Pearson’s Chi-Squared test was used to 
test the classification ability of the two gradings. The 
McNemar test was used to explore the sensitivity, 
specificity, and accuracy between the old and new tumor 
grading criteria. All statistical analyses were performed 
using the IBM SPSS1 ver. 24 statistical software program 
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 
 
RESULTS  

This study included 50 ependymoma patients with a 
mean age of 10 + 12 years; 56% patients (n=28) were < 5 
years old, and 44% patients (n=22) were ≥ 5 years old. 
There were more males (n=27) than females (n=23). 
Furthermore, 70% of the tumors (n=35) were located in 
the posterior fossa (mainly in the fourth ventricle ventricle), 
and 30% were located in the supratentorium (n=15),]; 
lateral ventricle more than cortical area. L1CAM was 
expressed in 10/15 of ST-EPN and 24/35 of PF-EPND 
showed loss of H3K27me3 expression. The relationship 
between adjuvant therapy and tumour recurrence is 
explained in Table 3. The rate of tumor recurrence versus 
non-recurrence was equally distributed, i.e., 50% for both. 
Table 3 summarizes the descriptive distribution of the data 
in the previous grading. 
 
Table 3: Descriptive distribution of the data in 
previous grading  
 

 
Overall (n=50) 

Age 
 

Mean (SD) 10.0 (12.0) 

Range 1.0–56.0 

< 5 years 28 (56.0%) 

≥ 5 years 22 (44.0%) 

Gender 
 

Female 23 (46.0%) 

Male 27 (54.0%) 

Tumor Location 
 

Posterior fossa 35 (70.0%) 

Supratentorium 15 (30.0%) 

Predominance 
 

4th ventricle 35 (70.0%) 

Cortical 12 (24.0%) 

Lateral ventricle 3 (6.0%) 

Histochemical Expression  

ST-L1CAM expression  

Expressed 10 (20%) 

Not expressed 5 (10%) 

PF-H3K27me3 expression  

Expressed 11 (22%) 

Not expressed 24 (48%) 

Recurrence Status 
 

Recurrence 25 (50.0%) 

No recurrence 25 (50.0%) 

Adjuvant Treatment and 
Recurrence 

 

Radiotherapy + recurrence 20 (40%) 

Grade II 6 

Grade III 14 

Radiotherapy + no recurrence 13 (26%) 

Grade II 8 

Grade III 5 

No Radiotherapy + recurrence 5 (10%) 

Grade II 2 

Grade III 3 

No Radiotherapy + no recurrence 12 (24%) 

Grade II 9 

Grade III 3 

Statistical analysis  

1. Relationship between age distribution, tumor 
location, and recurrence status   

Most of the cases occurred in children, and there was 
no significant relationship between the age and recurrence 
rate of the ependymoma cases (P=0.25). There was also 
no significant difference in the recurrence rates between 
different locations of ependymoma in the brain (P= 0.123) 
(Table 4).  

2.Relationship of different histological signs of 
ependymoma and recurrence rate or grading  

All histological features that help differentiate grade II 
and III ependymomas revealed a significant difference in 
tumor grading (P<0.01) but not in tumor recurrence 
(P>0.01); only the histological sign of hyperchromasia, 
i.e., a “blue cell appearance”, showed a significant 
difference regarding recurrence status and grading 
differentiation (P=0.045). This confirms that a single 
histological feature should not be solely used to grade 
tumors. Tumor grading must be based on a well-
structured scoring system that combines significant 
histological signs (Table 5). 

3.Relationship between PF-EPN-associated 
H3K27me3 and recurrence status  

Our statistical analysis showed that there was a 
significant difference in tumor recurrence between 
expressed and non-expressed H3K27me3 (P=0.034). PF-
EPN cases that showed H3K27me3 loss had a higher 
recurrence rate, regardless of the grading. 

4.Relationship between CD99 and EMA in 
ependymomas and tumor grading  

Our results revealed that CD99 and EMA stains had 
no significant impact on tumor grading (P>0.05). 
Therefore, CD99 and EMA immunohistochemical staining 
cannot be used as a prognostic marker to grade 
ependymomas.  
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5.A new scoring system using fixed histological 
criteria  

The previous WHO grading method was completely 
subjective and very controversial. The grading was only 
dependent on cytomorphological features such as mitotic 
figures, necrosis, and MVP. The Ki-67 proliferative index 
has also been used to determine the proliferative ability of 
tumors. A high Ki-67 index is more strongly associated 
with grade III than grade II tumors. Although none of the 
histopathological features showed any significant 
differences in recurrence rates among all ependymomas 
regardless of their grading, the new histological criteria 
showed significant differences in differentiating tumor 
grades. The histological criteria used in the above-
mentioned scoring system included cellularity, 
hyperchromasia, a high nucleus: cytoplasm ratio, 
ependymal rosettes, vascularity, mitotic figures per 10 
high-power fields, necrosis, MVP, and the Ki-67 
proliferative index (Table 1, Figure 3). Each feature was 
assigned a score. This scoring differentiation was 
established because some cytological features were noted 
in different tumor grades. As molecular markers are 
important for prognoses, L1CAM-related RELA fusion in 
ST-EPN and H3K27me3-related PF-EPN were added into 

the grading system (see methodology).  

The previous grading system versus the new grading 
system  

With the previous grading system, there was a 
significant difference in tumor recurrence between grade II 
and grade III ependymomas (P=0.011). However, this 
grading was very subjective, was not associated with clear 
scoring, and did not include molecular parameters (Table 
6). For the new grading criteria, molecular markers were 
added into the scoring system; hence, a statistically 
significant difference in recurrence status between grade II 
and III ependymomas was observed (P=0.009). These 
results significantly reflected the grading score among 
recurrent tumors (P=0.012), with a mean score of ≥ 10 
indicating grade III (Table 6a). Moreover, the McNemar 
test showed a significant difference in tumor grading using 
the previous and new grading methods (Table 6b). The 25 
ependymoma cases that were previously classified as 
grade II remained grade II. However, with the new grading 
method, 24% (n=6) of cases that were previously 
classified as grade III were reclassified as grade II. Our 
estimates indicate that the new ependymoma grading 
method yields 70% accuracy and 100% sensitivity 
compared to the old grading system. 

 
Table 4:The relationship between age distribution, tumor location, and ependymoma recurrence. There are no 
significant relationships between any of these factors. 
 

 No recurrence (n=25)  Recurrence (n=25)  Total (n=50)  P value  

Age in years    0.2541  

   < 5 years 16.0 (64.0%)  12.0 (48.0%)  28.0 (56.0%)   

   ≥ 5 years  9.0 (36.0%)  13.0 (52.0%)  22.0 (44.0%)   

Tumor location     0.1231  

   Posterior fossa  20.0 (80.0%)  15.0 (60.0%)  35.0 (70.0%)   

   Supratentorium 5.0 (20.0%)  10.0 (40.0%)  15.0 (30.0%)   
1Pearson's Chi-squared test  

 
Table 5: The adjusted accumulative predictive values of all histological features that help classify ependymomas. 
Although these features have significant impacts on tumor grading, none of them can be used solely to 
differentiate between grade II and III. 
 

 
Recurrence status Grade II vs Grade III P value 

Cellularity 0.0961                                                                   <0.0011 

Hyperchromasia 0.0451                                                                   <0.0011 

High N:C ratio 0.2641                                                                   <0.0011 

Vascularity 0.0871                                                                   <0.0011 

Mitosis per 10 high-power fields 0.1221                                                                   <0.0011 

Necrosis 0.4871                                                                   <0.0011 

Microvascular proliferation 0.4091                                                                   <0.0011 

Ki-67 proliferative index 0.0911                                                                   <0.0011 
1Pearson's Chi-squared test 
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Table 6 (a–b): The previous grading method versus the new grading criteria. (a) There is a significant difference 
in tumor recurrence rate between grade II and grade III ependymomas between the old and new grading methods. 
However, these results significantly reflected grade scoring among highly recurrent tumors, which indicates that 
a mean of ≥ 10 is considered grade III. (b) The McNemar test showed a significant difference in tumor grading 
between the previous and new grading methods. 

a No recurrence (n=25) Recurrence (n=25) Total (n=50) P value 

Previous Grading 
   

0.0111 

Grade II 17.0 (68.0%) 8.0 (32.0%) 25.0 (50.0%) 
 

Grade III 8.0 (32.0%) 17.0 (68.0%) 25.0 (50.0%) 
 

New Grading 
   

0.0091 

Grade II 20.0 (80.0%) 11.0 (44.0%) 31.0 (62.0%) 
 

Grade III 5.0 (20.0%) 14.0 (56.0%) 19.0 (38.0%) 
 

Grading Scoring 
   

0.0122 

Mean (SD) 6.0 (4.9) 10 (4.5) 7.7 (5.0) 
 

1Pearson's Chi-squared test   2Linear Model ANOVA 

b            New Grading  

Previous Grading Grade II Grade III P value 

Grade II  25  0  0.0411 

Grade III  6  19   

Total  31  19   
1McNemar test 

 
DISCUSSION 

Ependymomas are rare neuroepithelial glial 
neoplasms that result in highly variable clinical behaviors 
and account for approximately 5% of central nervous 
system tumors (Chavali et al. 2019). They occur in 
children more frequently than in adults, and the most 
common location is the posterior fossa followed by the 
supratentorium. Although standard therapy involves 
complete surgical resection followed by radiotherapy, the 
tumor is incurable in approximately 40% of patients mainly 
due to the lack of effective treatment choices (Merchant et 
al. 2009; Gajjar et al. 2014; Parker et al. 2014). The 
benefits of chemotherapy have not yet been proven and 
still remain under trial (Khatua et al. 2017). The 10-year 
overall survival rate of ependymoma in children is 
approximately 60% (Upadhyaya et al. 2019).  

The 2016 WHO classification of tumors of the central 
nervous system broadly classified ependymomas into 
three subgroups: ST-, PF-, and SC-EPN. ST- and PF-
EPNs have been differentiated into two histological grades 
(II and III) based on specific cytological features, such as 
necrosis, mitosis, and MVP. As the current histological 
grading of ependymoma is often subjective and 
controversial, causing inconsistent clinical outcomes, the 
current consensus guidelines recommend that treatment 
decisions should not be based solely on histological 
grading but also on molecular subgroupings (Pajtler et al. 
2015; Fukuoka et al. 2018). 

Recently, ependymomas were further classified on the 
basis of genetic and epigenetic signatures (Figure 1). ST-
EPN is subdivided into: subependymoma grade I (ST-SE) 
and ependymoma grade II/III with or without RELA fusion 

(ST EPN-RELA) or YAP1 fusion (ST EPN-YAP1) 
(Merchant et al. 2009). The clinical significance of 
C11orf95-RELA or YAP1-fusion in ST-EPNs remains 
controversial (Pietsch et al. 2014). It has been shown that 
the expression of L1CAM protein, a member of the 
immunoglobulin adhesion protein superfamily, can be 
considered a surrogate marker that indicates poor 
prognosis (Parker et al. 2014; Pietsch et al. 2014; Pajtler 
et al. 2015; Louis et al. 2016). This conclusion remains 
under study (Zschernack et al. 2021). Furthermore, PF-
EPN was also subgrouped into group A (PF-EPN-A) and 
group B (PF-EPN-B); these groups can be distinguished 
using DNA methylation profiling. PF-EPN-A patients are 
mostly infants or young children associated with a poor 
prognosis, whereas PF-EPN-B patients are mostly older 
children and adults with better prognoses (Mack et al. 
2014). Fukuoka et al. classified most PFA as WHO grade 
III, and PF-EPN-B as WHO grade II. As methylation 
assays are not routinely available in all centers, 
H3k27me3 expression with immunohistochemistry can be 
used as a differentiation marker (Pajtler et al. 2015; 
Fukuoka et al. 2018). H3K27me3 presents with lysine 
trimethylation on the histone complex, and its loss is 
associated with PF-EPN-A more than with PF-EPN-B and 
indicates poor prognosis and decreased overall survival 
(Bayliss et al. 2016). Indeed, RELA fusion (L1CAM protein 
expression) and H3K27me3 mutations and protein 
expression are considered important prognostic markers 
in ST-EPN and PF-EPN-A, respectively.  

Fukuoka et al. advised that the current WHO 
classification and grading of ependymomas needs to be 
revisited (Fukuoka et al. 2018). To date, no studies have 
incorporated molecular markers with histopathological 
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features to determine tumor grading. Previous studies 
have reported a high discordance rate (up to 23%) 
between histological and molecular diagnosis of ST-EPNs 
(Fukuoka et al. 2018; Sasaki et al. 2019), indicating that 
diagnosing ST-EPNs may in general be challenging. Our 
study aimed to combine the histological features of 
ependymoma with molecular markers to create a new 
grading system based on the following: cellularity, 
hyperchromasia, a high nucleus: cytoplasm ratio, 
ependymal rosettes, vascularity, mitotic figures per 10 
high-power fields, necrosis, MVP, the Ki-67 proliferative 
index, and L1CAM-expression (for ST-EPN) or H3K27me3 
loss (for PF-EPN). All 50 ependymomas were examined 
and scored by two pathologists blindly (Tables 1–2). 
These criteria showed significant differences between 
grades II and II with both the old and new grading 
systems. This significance was not observed when these 
features were compared with the recurrence rate. Next, 
we tested the accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity of these 
criteria compared to the old grading results using the 
McNemar method. The previous grading system showed 
significant differences in tumor recurrence between grade 
II and grade III ependymomas; however, this old grading 
was subjective and did not include molecular parameters. 
The new grading criteria showed a significance difference 
in recurrence status between grade II and grade III 
ependymomas. These results significantly reflected the 
grading scoring among highly recurrent tumors and 
indicated that a mean of ≥10 indicates grade III (Table 6a). 
Furthermore, the 25 cases that were classified as grade II 
with the previous grading system remained classified as 
grade II with the new grading method, whereas 24% (6 
cases) of those who were previously classified as grade III 
were reclassified as grade II with the new grading system 
(Table 6b). These six cases showed a total score less 
than 10 with the new grading system. All these cases 
histologically appeared moderately cellular tumour with 
focal high N:C ratio, no microvascular proliferation, foci of 
necrosis (only in two cases), mitosis range between 2-5 
per 10 HPF, Ki67 < 50%, and all tumours were located in 
posterior fossa except one in the supratentorium. The 
H3K27me3 loss or L1CAM expression was not detected. 
Five of these cases were diagnosed in the period between 
2013-2014 and none of them showed recurrence since 
last visit in 2020. 

CONCLUSION 
No previous international study has systematically aimed 
to reach a consensus regarding histomolecular grading of 
ependymomas in the manner reported in this study, in 
which we have reviewed data on 50 intracranial 
ependymomas. The final phase of this study employed 
novel grading criteria based on a fixed scoring system. 
This new grading system for ependymomas yields 70% 
accuracy and 100% sensitivity relative to the old grading 
system. This scoring-grading system must be used in 
further studies to confirm its benefits and accuracy before 

complete usage.   
 
Limitation: The only limitation in this study is the number 
of ependymomas enrolled in this research and this is 
because of the rarity of ependymoma occurrence in the 
brain.  
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